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Abstract. Side-channel secure implementations of public-key cryptography algorithms must be able to load and store their secret keys safely.
We describe WrapQ, a masking-friendly key management technique and
encoding format for Kyber and Dilithium Critical Security Parameters
(CSPs). WrapQ protects secret key integrity and confidentiality with a
Key-Encrypting Key (KEK) and allows the keys to be stored on an untrusted medium. Importantly, its encryption and decryption processes
avoid temporarily collapsing the masked asymmetric secret keys (which
are plaintext payloads from the viewpoint of the wrapping primitive) into
an unmasked format. We demonstrate that a masked Kyber or Dilithium
private key can be loaded any number of times from a compact WrapQ
format without updating the encoding in non-volatile memory. We also
consider the keys-in-RAM use case (without the write-back restriction)
and introduce Mask Compression, a technique that leverages fast, unmasked deterministic samplers. Mask compression saves working memory while reducing the need for true randomness and is especially useful
when higher-order masking is applied in lattice cryptography. The techniques have been implemented in a side-channel secure hardware module.
Kyber and Dilithium wrapping and unwrapping functions were validated
with 100K traces of TVLA-type leakage assessment.
Keywords: Side-Channel Security · Masking Countermeasures · Key
Wrapping · Post-Quantum Cryptography · Kyber · Dilithium
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Introduction

With the standardization of CRYSTALS suite algorithms Kyber [3] and Dilithium
[4] as the preferred NIST Post-Quantum Cryptography (PQC) algorithms for key
agreement and digital signatures [1], their secure and efficient implementation
has become one of the most important engineering challenges in cryptography.
NSA has also selected these two algorithms for the CNSA 2.0 suite for protecting
classified information in National Security Systems [39].
Among other applications, Kyber and Dilithium will be gradually replacing
older RSA and Elliptic Curve systems in systems where it is a requirement that
the secret information held by a device (such as a mobile phone, payment card,
or an authentication token) does not leak even if an adversary has access to the
physical device (or its close proximity.) A related application is platform security,
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where cryptographic methods protect system integrity and system (firmware)
updates against unauthorized modification and other attacks.
Side-Channel Attacks (SCA) use external physical measurements to derive
information about the data being processed. Some of the most important ones
are Timing Attacks (TA) [30], Differential Power Analysis (DPA) [31], and Differential Electromagnetic Analysis (DEMA) [41]. The attacks are powerful, and
almost any implementation can be rapidly attacked if appropriate countermeasures are not in place.
1.1

Side-Channel Countermeasures for Lattice Cryptography

Masking countermeasures have emerged as the most prominent and effective
way to secure lattice-based cryptography against side-channel attacks. Masking
is based on randomly splitting all secret variables into two or more shares.
Definition 1. Order-d masked encoding [[x]] of a group element x ∈ G consists
of a tuple of d + 1 shares (x0 , x1 , · · · , xd ), xi ∈ G with x0 + x1 + · · · + xd ≡ x.
The addition operation can be defined in an arbitrary finite group G; Boolean
masking uses the exclusive-or operation ⊕, while arithmetic masking uses modular addition. Vectors, matrices, and polynomials can also be used as shares.
A fundamental security requirement is that the shares are randomized so
that all d + 1 shares are required to reconstruct x, and any subset of only d
shares reveals no statistical information about x itself. Mask refreshing refers to
a re-randomization procedure that maps [[x]] to another encoding [[x]]′ of x.
Computation on shares is organized so that it can be performed without
reconstructing the full secret variable at any point. It can be shown that the
amount of side channel information required to learn a secret grows exponentially
in d, the number of additional shares, while any circuit can be transformed to
use masking with at most O(d2 ) overhead [12,26].
Several abstract models have been proposed for the purpose of providing theoretical proofs of side-channel security of masked implementations, including the
Ishai-Sahai-Wagner probing model [26] and Prouff-Rivain noisy leakage model
[43,40]. Duc et al. provide a reduction from the latter to the first [18].
In addition to theoretical soundness, an essential advantage of PQC masking countermeasures is that they are defined at a higher algorithmic level and
are generally less dependent on the physical details of the implementation when
compared to logic-level techniques such as dual-rail countermeasures [2]. However, it is essential to experimentally verify that the leakage properties of the
implementation match the theoretical expectations.
Designers often proceed by describing a set of generic “gadgets” that make
up the secured portion of the algorithm and then providing analysis for the
composition. There already exists a large body of works discussing the masking
of lattice cryptography schemes, including GLP [6], Dilithium [35] and Kyber
[11,24]. The issue of key management is generally not addressed in these works.
An additional security notion in the probing model is SNI (Strong NonInterference) [5], which allows better composability: Almost any combination
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of SNI gadgets is SNI too. However, the ease of theoretical composability and
analysis comes at a cost; SNI gadgets may require additional randomness. SNI
provides theoretical assurance, but the relationship with actual attack mitigation
is sometimes unclear. We leave SNI analysis for future work.
1.2

Private Keys and Secret Variables

Side-channel leakage can be exploited in any component that handles secret key
material. Hence the key management processes must meet the same security
requirements as cryptographic private key operations. Often the “zeroth” step
of a private-key operation is “load private key.”
Secure, non-volatile key storage is a limited resource. Standard-format Kyber1024 private keys are 25,344 bits, while Dilithium5 secret keys are 38,912 bits
(Table 3.) This is an order of magnitude more than typical RSA keys and two
orders of magnitude more than the keys of Elliptic Curve Cryptography schemes.
Key Wrapping [19,45] refers to a process where Authenticated Encryption
(AE) is used to protect the confidentiality and integrity of other key material,
such as asymmetric keys. Key wrapping reduces much of the problem of secure
key storage to that of protecting the shorter AE keys.
Masking side-channel countermeasures can significantly increase the secret
key storage requirement. Masking requires that the shares are refreshed (rerandomized) every time they are used. A trivial solution is to write back the
refreshed keys to non-volatile memory after each usage, which risks corruption
of the keys. It is preferable if long-term secret keys can be stored statically.
1.3

Outline of this work and Our Contributions

Section 2 describes the side-channel secure key wrapping problem and outlines
the WrapQ key import and export methods. We discuss its properties, including the classification and protection of Kyber and Dilithium Critical Security
Parameters (CSPs). The technique allows compact storage of long PQC secret
keys on an untrusted medium and their side-channel secure loading for use.
In Section 3 we introduce compressed masking, a straightforward method for
encoding long vector shares as compact cryptographic keys. This method can
be used to compress temporary variables and also to make (ephemeral) internal
key management more efficient.
Appendix A describes an FPGA implementation and “TVLA” experiments
on importing and exporting Kyber and Dilithium keys using WrapQ. The module
is found not to leak in 100K traces. Power and t-traces for Kyber1024 and
Dilithium5 are supplied.

2

WrapQ: Masked Key Import and Export

Most works on side-channel secure implementations of symmetric ciphers (such
as AES) focus on protecting the symmetric key; in a standard model, the attacker
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can observe and even choose both plaintext and ciphertext. For Key Wrapping,
we have an additional goal: its “plaintext” (i.e., the wrapped asymmetric key
payload) also remains invisible to side-channel measurements.
An approach that first decrypts a standard serialization of a secret key and
only then splits it into randomized shares (Definition 1) will leak information
in repeat observations; even partial information about coefficients can be used
to accelerate attacks. One can also consider encrypting the individual masked
shares, which significantly increases the size of the key blob. However, when
importing the same key blob multiple times, the decrypted masked key is static
(not uniform), potentially leaking information. From the attackers’ viewpoint, a
secret key in static shares is not much different from an unmasked key; it is just
a longer “expanded key”. A standard solution would be to write a refreshed,
re-encrypted secret key back every time the key is used, but this approach has
severe practical disadvantages in addition to a much larger key blob, such as
reliability risks.
2.1

Masked Key Wrapping

WrapQ implements masked Key Wrapping (protection of the confidentiality and
integrity of cryptographic keys [19]) for lattice cryptography with a special type
of Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data (AEAD) [44] mechanism. An
abstract high-level interface for a masked key wrapping AEAD is:
C ← WrapQ( [[K]], [[P ]], AD )

Key Wrapping :
Key Unwrapping :

{ [[P ]], FAIL } ← WrapQ

−1

( [[K]], C, AD )

(1)
(2)

Where
[[K]] Symmetric key(s) for integrity and confidentiality protection. Supplied as Boolean shares.
[[P]] Payload: Asymmetric key material to be encrypted. A set of masked
(Boolean/Arithmetic) quantities.
AD Authenticated Associated Data: Public values that only require integrity protection.
C
Wrapped key blob containing encrypted P , authentication information for AD and P , and auxiliary information such as nonces (IV.)
In addition to standard AEAD security goals, the primitive guarantees that the
payload secret key material [[P ]] is not “collapsed” into leaking unmasked format
during the wrapping or unwrapping processes. Each unwrapping call WrapQ−1
produces a fresh, randomized masking representation for [[P ]] variables, or FAIL
in case of authentication (integrity) failure.
2.2

Design Choices

WrapQ has several design choices motivated by its particular use case; a sidechannel secure hardware module that implements lattice-based cryptography. It
is not intended as a universal encoding for private keys.
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Key Loading. The term “import” does not necessarily imply interaction with
external devices. The import function simply prepares and loads a private key
from static storage to be used by the cryptographic processor. Importing may
occur during device start-up or if there is a change of keys. Key export is required
when new keys are generated or if KEK changes. Side-channel considerations are
equally important in these use cases.
Key Encryption Key. We primarily wanted to secure the process of local, automatic, unsupervised loading of secret keys for immediate use. Some hardware
devices may use a device-unique key or a Physically Unclonable Function (PUF)
to derive the KEK, with the idea that keys exported to a less trusted storage can
only be imported back into the same physical module [33]. Since the main goal
is side-channel security, the storage format may be modified to accommodate
implementation-specific requirements.
Non-Deterministic. Rogaway and Shrimpton [45] argue that a key wrapping
operation should be fully deterministic; the inputs K, P, A fully determine C
without randomization. Their motivation is that removing the nonce IV will
save some bandwidth. We prioritize side-channel security and observe that randomization helps to eliminate leakage in the export function.
Secondary Encryption. WrapQ only encrypts critical portions of the key material. It is a “feature” that algorithm identifiers and the public key hash are
unencrypted; this makes it possible to retrieve a matching public key before validating the secret key blob. WrapQ key blobs do not have complete confidentiality
properties, such as indistinguishability from random. However, the resulting blob
is much safer to handle as critical variables are encrypted; a secondary confidentiality step can use arbitrary mechanisms to re-encrypt it.
Not (necessarily) a key interchange format. Export can also occur between devices; sometimes, the term “Key Exchange Key” is used to export a key from
one HSM to another or from an on-premises system to the cloud [34]. In such
“one-off” manual use cases, side-channel protections may be less critical, and
mechanisms such as PKCS #12 [?] can be used (after additional authorization).

2.3

Method Outline

Masked XOF. WrapQ uses a masked XOF (extensible output function [36])
as a building block for all of its side-channel secure cryptographic functionality.
Definition 2. An Order-d masked extensible output function [[h]] ← XOFn ([[m]])
processes arbitrary-length masked input [[m]] into n-byte output shares [[h]] while
maintaining Order-d security (under some applicable definition.)
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Fig. 1. WrapQ import uses a masked XOF in counter mode to decrypt ciphertext
blocks C into randomized Boolean shares [[P ]]. A masked SHAKE (1600-bit Keccak
Permutation, pictured here with three shares) is a common requirement for side-channel
secure implementations of Dilithium and Kyber, so it can be expected to be available.

Instantiation. The XOF can be instantiated with a masked Keccak[1600] [36]
permutation. Note that a masked SHA3/SHAKE (and hence a masked Keccak
permutation) is required to process secret variables in Kyber (G, PRF, KDF)
and in Dilithium (H, ExpandS, ExpandMask). Hence this masked primitive can
be expected to be available in masked Kyber and Dilithium implementations.
For first-order security one can use the Threshold Implementation (TI) approach of [9,15] to implement Keccak. Note that a TI Keccak internally uses
three shares to obtain first-order resistance. The additional share is randomized
before use (affecting the other two shares). Collapsing the result back to d + 1
shares also requires a refresh. For higher-order XOF, one can use higher-order
TI [10] or the techniques of [5].
Domain Separation. We construct a non-secret frame header for all XOF
inputs from four fixed-length components:
frame = (ID ∥ DS ∥ ctr ∥ IV )

(3)

– ID: 32-bit identifier for algorithm type, parameter set, authentication frame
structure, key blob structure, WrapQ version; all serialization details.
– DS : 8-bit Domain Separation identifier which specifies frame purpose.
– ctr : A 24-bit block index 0, 1, 2, . . . for encrypting multi-block material. Set
to 0 for authentication (unless the authentication process is parallelized).
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– IV : 256-bit Initialization Vector, chosen randomly for the key blob.
The main security property of the frame header is that it never repeats:
– For a fixed secret key, this is due to the randomization of IV . There is a
birthday bound of 2128 wrapping operations for a given key.
– Within a key blob (fixed IV , key), thanks to (DS , ctr ) uniquenuess.
– Across versions. Any functional change in the algorithm or its WrapQ serialization requires a new ID. This identifier unambiguously defines the structure
of the key blob, the interpretation of the contents, the frame header, etc.
There are predefined domain separation bytes; DS hash and DS mac for authentication (Algorithm 1) and DS enc for encryption/decryption (Algorithms 2
and 3.) Frame headers with these domain separation fields are denoted frame hash ,
frame mac and frame enc .
Integrity. Algorithm 1 describes the authentication tag computation process.
In the terminology of [8], WrapQ is an Encrypt-then-MAC (EtM) scheme; ciphertext is authenticated rather than plaintext. The authentication tag is always
checked before any decryption is performed. Upon a mismatch between the calculated T ′ and the tag T , a FAIL is returned – no partial decrypted payload.
Since WrapQ is an Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data (AEAD)
[44] scheme, A includes data items that do not need to be decrypted in addition
to ciphertext C. Unambiguous serialization must be used to guarantee domain
separation between data items. In our case, the ID identifier in frame defines
the contents and ordering of fixed-length fields in A.
For performance reasons, we first use a non-masked hash function Hash() to
process A (Step 1), and only use a masked XOF to bind the hash result h to the
(masked) authentication key [[K]] and other variables (Step 2.) Furthermore,
randomized hashing [23] with a frame header containing the IV is used to make
the security of h less dependent on strong collision resistance. The random prefix
IV is included in the frame construction (Eq. (3)) and used again in the masked
key binding step. It is domain-separated via DS from encryption/decryption
frames in case the same [[K]] is used. After this single masked step, [[K]] is
refreshed, and the authentication tag [[T ]] can be unmasked (collapsed) into T .
Gadgets. For first-order security, we use trivial refresh gadgets Refresh([[x]]) =
(x0 ⊕r, x1 ⊕r) with r = Random() and Encode(x) = (x⊕r, r) with r = Random().
For quasilinear-time SNI higher-order refresh gadgets, see [32,22]. The function
Decode([[x]]) = x0 ⊕ x1 ⊕ · · · xd = x simply unmasks x.
Confidentiality. We use the masked XOF in “counter mode” to encrypt/decrypt
data. Algorithms 2 and 3 outline the process for a single block. SHAKE256
has a data rate of (1600 − 2 ∗ 256)/8 = 136 bytes for each permutation, while
SHAKE128 has a 168-byte rate. When choosing block sizes, one generally wants
to minimize the number of permutation invocations.
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Algorithm 1: T = AuthTagM( A, [[K]], ID, ctr , IV )
Input: A, Authenticated data, including ciphertext (not masked.)
Input: [[K]], MIK – Message Integrity Key (Boolean masked.)
Input: ID, ctr , IV : Used to construct frame headers (not masked.)
Output: T , Authentication tag (not masked.)
1:
2:
3:
4:

h ← Hash( frame hash ∥ A )
▷ Prefix containing IV , use unmasked hash.
[[T ]] ← XOF|T | ( frame mac ∥ [[K]] ∥ h )
▷ Bind to the masked key.
[[K]] ← Refresh([[K]])
▷ Refresh MIK for next invocation.
return T = Decode([[T ]])
▷ Collapse the authentication tag.

Confidentiality of C follows from the random-indistinguishability and onewayness of the XOF function (as it would without masking), assuming that the
frame identifier (frame enc ) never repeats for the same secret key K.
A necessary feature of the block decryption (import) function (Algorithm 3)
is that the ciphertext C is first converted into masked encoding (Step 1). The
secret cover [[x]] is also in randomized shares (Step 2). Hence decryption occurs
in masked form (Step 3), avoiding collapsing [[P ]]. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Algorithm 2: C = EncryptBlockM( [[P ]], [[K]], ID, ctr , IV )
Input: [[P ]], Payload block (Boolean masked.)
Input: [[K]], KEK – Key Encryption Key (Boolean Masked).
Input: id , ctr , IV : Used to construct header frame enc (not masked.)
Output: C, Ciphertext block (not masked).
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

[[x]] ← XOF|P | ( frame enc ∥ [[K]] )
▷ Output shares have the length of P .
[[C]] ← [[P ]] ⊕ [[x]]
▷ Ci = Pi ⊕ xi , for i = 0, 1, · · · , d.
[[K]] ← Refresh([[K]])
▷ Refresh KEK for next invocation.
[[P ]] ← Refresh([[P ]])
▷ Alternatively destroy [[P ]], if not reused.
return C = Decode([[C]])
▷ Masking can be removed after encryption.

Algorithm 3: [[P ]] = DecryptBlockM( C, [[K]], ID, ctr , IV )
Input: C, Ciphertext block (not masked).
Input: [[K]], KEK – Key Encryption Key (Boolean Masked).
Input: ID, ctr , IV : Used to construct header frame enc (not masked.)
Output: [[P ]], key material payload (Packed, Boolean masked.)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

[[C]] ← Encode(C)
[[x]] ← XOF|P | ( frame enc ∥ [[K]] )
[[P ]] ← [[C]] ⊕ [[x]]
[[K]] ← Refresh([[K]])
return [[P ]] = Refresh([[P ]])

▷ Split into randomized shares.
▷ Output shares have the length of P .
▷ Pi = Ci ⊕ xi , for i = 0, 1, · · · , d.
▷ Refresh KEK for next invocation.
▷ Return masked payload.
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2.4

Variable Classification for Kyber and Dilithium

Cryptographic module security standards (FIPS 140-3 [38] / ISO 19790 [27])
expect that implementors classify all variables based on the impact of their
potential compromise.
– CSP (Critical Security Parameter): Security-related information whose disclosure or modification can compromise the security of a cryptographic module. CSPs require both integrity and confidentiality protection.
– PSP (Public Security Parameter): Security-related public information whose
modification can compromise the security of a cryptographic module. PSPs
require only integrity protection (authentication).
– SSP (Sensitive Security Parameter): Either a CSP or PSP, or a mixture of
both. Essentially all variables in a cryptographic module are SSPs.
In the FIPS 140-3 / ISO 19790 context, the (non-invasive) side-channel leakage protection requirement only applies to CSPs, not PSPs. We use this more
economical approach in our design.
Asymmetric cryptographic algorithms have both public and secret key material. The parts of secret key material whose disclosure can compromise cryptographic security are CSPs. Additionally, all internally derived or temporary
variables whose leakage will compromise security are CSPs. The standard serialization formats of Kyber and Dilithium keys complicate this picture somewhat
as secret keys duplicate data that is also contained in public keys.

CRYSTALS-Kyber. Table 1 contains a classification of Kyber key variables.
WrapQ encrypts and authenticates the masked CSPs (s, z) and only authenticates the rest of the parameters. For the underlying MLWE problem t = As + e
the public key consists of t and the secret key is s. In Kyber, the A matrix is
represented by a SHAKE128 seed ρ that deterministically generates it.
The standard encoding stores s in the NTT-domain representation ŝ. To
conserve storage space and also Boolean-to-Arithmetic transformation effort, we
instead store normal-domain s, where coefficients are in the range [−η, η] and
would fit into 3 bits (in Kyber, we have η ∈ {2, 3}, depending on the security
level.) However, WrapQ uses 4 bits per coefficient for decoding convenience.
The z variable is a secret quantity used to generate a deterministic response
to an invalid ciphertext in the Fujisaki-Okamoto transform. The security proofs
assume it to be secret (we implement the entire FO transform as masked); hence,
this 256-bit quantity is handled as a Boolean masked secret.
The standard encoding secret key contains a full copy of the public key, likely
due to the reference API [37], which did not allow the passing of the public key
to signature decapsulation functions. It also contains H(pk) as a performance
optimization. We retain and authenticate the H(pk) quantity as it can be used
to authenticate the public key that is separately supplied.
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Table 1. Kyber “standard serialization” public and secret key component variable
classification. WrapQ uses the same encoding for the public key but allows masked
implementations to access the secret variables without side-channel leakage.
Standard Encoding
CRYSTALS-Kyber [3]
Variable
t̂
ρ
ŝ
pk
H(pk)
z

Bits
k × 12 × 256
256
k × 12 × 256
|t̂| + 256
256
256

WrapQ Secret Key Blob
Field
ID
T
IV
pkh
z
s

Bits
32
256
256
256
256
k × 4 × 256

Public Key
pk = (t̂, ρ)

Secret Key
sk = (ŝ, pk, H(pk), z)

Description
PSP: Public vector, NTT domain.
PSP: Seed for public A.
CSP: Secret vector, NTT domain.
PSP: Full public key.
PSP: Hash of the public key.
CSP: Fujisaki-Okamoto rejection secret.
CRYSTALS-Kyber
Description
Algorithm and serialization type identifier.
Authentication tag (Algorithm 1).
Nonce/randomization seed.
Public key hash SHA3(pk), authenticated only.
Encrypted: FO Transform secret (Boolean).
Encrypted: Secret key polynomials (Boolean).

CRYSTALS-Dilithium. Table 2 contains a classification of Dilithium public
and secret key variables. WrapQ encrypts (K, s1 , s2 ) and authenticates the rest
of the parameters. For the underlying equation t = As1 + s2 the public key is
(A, t) and the secret key is (s1 , s2 ). In Dilithium, the A matrix is represented
with a short SHAKE128 seed ρ, and the t quantity is split into two halves to
minimize the size of the public key, with t1 placed in the public key and the t0
in private key (as it is not required for verification). The security proofs treat
the entire t as public, as we do.
The tr quantity is a 256-bit hash of the public key tr = SHAKE256(ρ ∥ t1 ).
Only the hash is required for signature generation, but since it is an authenticated
part of the key blob, we use this quantity to verify that a supplied public key
matches the secret key.
The distribution of both s1 and s2 is uniform in [−η, +η]. Depending on the
security parameters, we have η ∈ {2, 4}, resulting in 5 or 9 distinct values. While
the standard encoding uses bit-packed dη = ⌈log2 (2η + 1)⌉ bits (either 3 or 4).
WrapQ uses 4 bits per coefficient in both cases.
The K variable is a secret “seed” value used in deterministic signing (when
a signature should be a deterministic, non-randomized function of the private
key and the message to be signed). We treat K as a Boolean-masked quantity.
However, from a side-channel security perspective, it is preferable always to
randomize the signing process, in which case K is not used.
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Table 2. Dilithium “standard serialization” public and secret key component variable
classification, and the WrapQ encoding format for secret keys
Standard Encoding
CRYSTALS-Dilithium [4]
Variable
ρ
t1
K
tr
s1
s2
t0

Bits
256
k × 10 × 256
256
256
ℓ × dη × 256
k × dη × 256
k × 13 × 256

WrapQ Secret Key Blob
Field
ID
T
IV
ρ
K
tr
t0
s1
s2

2.5

Bits
32
256
256
256
256
256
k × 13 × 256
ℓ × 4 × 256
k × 4 × 256

Public Key
pk = (ρ, t1 )

Secret Key
sk = (ρ, K, tr, s1 , s2 , t0 )

Description
PSP: Seed for public A.
PSP: Upper half of public t.
CSP: Seed for deterministic signing.
PSP: Hash of public key tr = H(ρ ∥ t1 ).
CSP: Secret vector 1, coefficients [−η, η].
CSP: Secret vector 2, coefficients [−η, η].
PSP: Lower half of public t.
CRYSTALS-Dilithium
Description
Algorithm and serialization type identifier.
Authentication tag (Algorithm 1).
Nonce/randomization seed.
Public seed for A, authenticated only.
Encrypted: Determ. signing seed (Boolean).
Hash tr = SHAKE256(pk), authenticated only.
Lower half of public t, authenticated only.
Encrypted: Secret vector 1 (Boolean).
Encrypted: Secret vector 2 (Boolean).

Encoding Details

The proposal is entirely built from SHA3 / Keccak components; the XOF()
masked permutation (Definition 2) and its non-masked counterpart Hash() (Section 2.3). We note that the masked permutation function is substantially more
complex than the non-masked version; a straightforward hardware implementation of a first-order threshold implementation is roughly three times larger [9]
than the unmasked one, and the complexity grows quadratically with the masking order [5]. Other operations in the process are related to mask refreshing or
trivial ones such as linear XORs, packing of bits, etc.
Algorithm 1 requires ⌈(|frame| + |A| + |padding|)/r⌉ unmasked Keccak permutations to compute h with Hash(), where r is the block rate. For SHAKE256,
we have r = 136 bytes. Additionally, there is a single invocation of masked XOF()
permutation to compute [[T ]].
Algorithms 2 and 3 require ⌈|P |/r⌉ invocations of the masked permutation in
XOF(). This is also the minimum when computation is organized in a “counter
mode” fashion where [[P ]] is split into block-sized chunks and ctr is used as
an input index. In a way, the encryption process is “format-preserving” as the
block size is arbitrary. It is not economical to encrypt blocks substantially smaller
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than r, as that will result in an increased number of permutations. However, for
some parameters, we sacrifice optimality for the logical separation of data items,
simplifying implementation.
Wrapping Process. In the key wrapping operation WrapQ (Eq. (1)) all CSPs are
converted to Boolean shares. For arithmetic s shares, this involves Inverse-NTT
operations since 4-bit packing is used, followed by an Arithmetic-to-Boolean
conversion. We can then choose a random IV . Then the [[P ]] input, comprising
of CSP data, is divided into blocks for Algorithm 2. For Dilithium and Kyber, we
process one polynomial at a time since the resulting (4×256)/8 = 128-byte block
fits the 136-byte data rate of SHAKE256. This has the advantage of “random
access” – each secret polynomial can be decrypted only when needed, reducing
the RAM requirement. The 4-bit encoding is not optimal of all [−η, +η] ranges
present in these algorithms but is simpler to decode. The Boolean CSPs (K or
z) have ctr = 0, block and polynomial CSPs are 1 ≤ ctr ≤ k with Kyber and
1 ≤ ctr ≤ k + ℓ with Dilithium. The ciphertext blocks and the PSP data items
are then combined into blob A; its serialization is the same as in Tables 1 and 2,
although ID, T, IV are omitted from A. Finally, A is passed to Algorithm 1 to
produce T ; then the final WrapQ key blob is combined from (ID, T, IV , A).
Unwrapping Process. The unwrapping operation WrapQ−1 (Eq. (2) starts with
consistency checks; we parse ID from the beginning of the blob and see if the size
of the blob matches with it. We also check that the pkh (Kyber) or tr (Dilithium)
fields match with a hash of the public key that is separately provided. We then
extract IV and A (the remaining part after IV in the blob), and pass those to
Algorithm 1 to obtain a check value T ′ . If we have a mismatch T ̸= T ′ then we
return FAIL and abort. After this, we proceed to decrypt CSP fields into payload
shares [[P ]] using Algorithm 3 and selecting ctr as in the wrapping process. The
conversion of arithmetic CSPs follows an inverse route; Boolean-to-Arithmetic
conversion, perhaps followed by an NTT transform.
Size Metrics. The NIST standardization process will likely bring some changes
to Kyber 3.02 [3] and Dilithium 3.1 [4]. Furthermore, WrapQ is not necessarily an
“interchange” key format; details are subject to change from one instantiation to
another. Table Table 3 summarizes the sizes of both standard encodings for Kyber and Dilithium keypairs. We observe that even a single randomized arithmetic
CSP share would be larger than the WrapQ format. For several parameter sizes,
the WrapQ size could be further reduced by encoding the [−η, +η] coefficients
in less than 4 bits, but this would complicate implementation somewhat.

3

Compressed Masking

If we can “write back” and refresh secret keys or other sensitive variables every
time they are used, using non-masked seed expanders becomes possible. While
information theory implies that at least one “base” share x0 must have complete
encoding, each additional share xi , i > 0 is represented by a temporary key zi .
12

Table 3. Kyber 3.02 [3] and Dilithium 3.1 [4] “standard serialization” public and
secret key sizes in bytes, and the size of the WrapQ secure secret key blob (Tables 1
and 2.) Note that a Kyber WrapQ structure requires a standard-format public key to
be separately provided. Also included is the size of a single (packed) masked arithmetic
share; k × 12 × 256 bits for Kyber, (k + ℓ) × 23 × 256 bits for Dilithium.
Algorithm
Parameters k
Kyber512 2
Kyber768 3
Kyber1024 4
Dilithium2 4
Dilithium3 6
Dilithium5 8

ℓ

4
5
7

Standard Encoding
Pub. Key
Priv. Key
800
1,632
1,184
2,400
1,568
3,168
1,312
2,528
1,952
4,000
2,592
4,864

Masking per
Arith. Share
768
1,152
1,536
5,888
8,096
11,040

WrapQ Safe
Private Key
388
516
644
2,852
4,068
5,412

We introduce a symmetric cryptography primitive SampleG (z) that maps
short binary keys z to elements in G. The SampleG (z) function does not need to
be masked. Its input or output variables are individual shares, not sets of shares.
Definition 3. The function x ← SampleG (z) uses the input seed z ∈ {0, 1}k
to deterministically sample an element x ∈ G. The function is cryptographically
secure; the computational task of distinguishing x from a random element in set
G is not substantially easier than an exhaustive search (advantage < 2−k+1 ).
Practical instantiation. We implement SampleG (z) with an extendable output
function (XOF) such as SHAKE 128/256 [36]. The function could also be instantiated with a stream cipher or a block cipher (in counter mode). If a mapping
from XOF output to non-binary distributions is required, one may use rejection
sampling since each XOF(z) defines an arbitrarily long bit sequence.
Examples of sampled |G| ≫ 2k include large-degree polynomials that are
ring elements Zq [x]/(xn + 1) in Kyber [3] and Dilithium [4]. Note that implementations Kyber and Dilithium already have subroutines that generate uniform
polynomial coefficients in Z/qZ from XOF output via rejection sampling. An efficient (unmasked) method for this task is required to create A polynomials on
the fly, so we implemented the seed expander directly in the hardware.
Discussion. The shares x are relatively long (polynomials of thousands of bits)
in the lattice cryptography use case; hence, an instantiation of a standard, secure
cryptographic algorithm as a sampler is possible. Works such as [13,25] concern
the probing of local wires and reducing the number of random bits required to
construct a much smaller masked circuit such as AES.
Definition 4. Compressed masking consists of a tuple [[x]]z = (xz , z1 , · · · , zd )
Pd
satisfying x ≡ xz + i=1 SampleG (zi ) with xz ∈ G and zi ∈ {0, 1}k for i ∈ [1, d].
Theorem 1. It is computationally infeasible to determine information about x
from any subset of d elements in compressed masking tuple [[x]]z .
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Compress (x0 , x1 ) as (x′0 , z1′ ).

Extract (x0 , x1 ), refresh (x′0 , z1′ ).

Random Z256
2

Random Z256
2

Have: (x0 , x1 )
x1

x0
−

Load: (x0 , z1 )
Zn
q

z1

x0

Sample Zn
q

(x′1 )

Sample Zn
q

−

(x′1 )

Sample

+

+

x′0
z1′
′
Store: (x0 , z1′ )

x1
(x0 , x1 )

x′0
z1′
′
Updated: (x0 , z1′ )

Fig. 2. Illustrating first-order mask compression. Let [[x]] = (x0 , x1 ) consist of a pair
of degree-n polynomials (n = 256 for Kyber, Dilithium) with integer coefficients ∈ Zq .
Function SampleZnq (z) takes a 256-bit key z and uniformly samples a polynomial from it
(similarly to ExpandA(z) in Dilithium and Parse(XOF(z)) in Kyber.) On the left-hand
side, a “compression” gadget (analogous to Algorithm 4) creates a 256-bit random
z1′ and samples a random polynomial x′1 using it. It then subtracts x′1 from x0 and
then adds x1 to the result, producing x′0 . This construction is exactly like a trivial
first-order refresh gadget, except that instead of (x′0 , x′1 ) we store (x′0 , z1′ ), which has a
significantly smaller since z1′ is only 256 bits. While x′1 ← SampleZnq (z1′ ) would suffice
for decompression (once), on the right-hand side, we present a simultaneous refresh
mechanism (analogous to Algorithm 5) that allows repeated extractions.

Proof. If xz is not known, x can be any value. If one of zi is unavailable, the
indistinguishability property of SampleG (zi ) makes x similarly indistinguishable.
Encoding Size. From Theorem 1 we observe that the compressed masking inherits the basic security properties of regular masked encoding. However, the size
of the representation is only log2 |G| + dk bits, while a regular representation requires (d+1) log2 |G| bits. In the case of Kyber, polynomials are typically packed
in 12 ∗ 256 = 3072 bits, while Dilithium ring elements require 23 ∗ 256 = 5888
bits. In compressed masking, this is the size of the xz0 element only, while zi
variables are k = 256 bits.
Conversions. We obtain a trivial mapping from compressed encoding [[x]]z to
the general masked encoding [[x]] by setting x0 = xz0 and xi = SampleG (zi ) for
14

Algorithm 4: [[x]]z = MaskCompress([[x]]) (NI / Not composable.)
Input: Masking [[x]] = (x0 , x1 , · · · , xd ).
P
P
Output: Compressed masking [[x]]z with xz0 + di=1 SampleG (zi ) = di=0 xi .
1: xz0 = x0
2: for i = 1, 2, · · · , d do
3:
zi ← Random(k)
▷ Random Bit Generator, k bits.
4:
xz0 ← xz0 − SampleG (zi )
5:
xz0 ← xz0 + xi
6: return [[x]]z = (xz0 , z1 , z2 , · · · , zd )

i ∈ [1, d]. Security follows from the observation that this conversion is “linear”
in the sense that there is no interaction between shares.
Mapping from regular to compressed format requires interaction between the
shares since SampleG is not invertible. Algorithm 4 MaskCompress presents one
way of performing this conversion. We note its resemblance to the RefreshMasks
gadget of Rivain and Prouff ([43, Algorithm 4]); its NI security follows similarly.
While it is secure if used appropriately, combining it with other gadgets may
expose leakage, as demonstrated in [14]. Depending on requirements, it can be
combined with additional refresh steps to build an SNI [5] gadget.

Algorithm 5: xi = LoadShare([[x]]z , i) (NI / Not composable.)
P
Input: Compressed masking [[x]]z satisfying x = xz0 + di=1 SampleG (zi )
Input: Index i for the share to be accessed.
Output: If read in order, i = 0, 1, · · · d, the returned {xi } is a fresh masking [[x]].
1: if i = 0 then
2:
xi ← xz0
▷ Should be accessed first, the rest i > 0 only once.
3: else
4:
xi ← SampleG (zi )
▷ Expand the current zi .
5:
zi ← Random(k)
▷ Update zi with a Random Bit Generator.
6:
xz0 ← xz0 − SampleG (zi )
7:
xz0 ← xz0 + xi
8: return xi

Computing with Compressed Masking fimA key observation for memory conservation is that one does not need to uncompress all of the shares to perform
computations with the compressed masked representation. One can decompress
a single share, perform a transformation on it, compress it, and proceed to the
next one. Masked lattice cryptography implementations generally operate sequentially on each share, performing complex linear operations such as Number
Theoretic Transforms (NTT) on individual shares without interaction with oth15

ers. Furthermore, they require individual masked secret key shares only once (or
a limited number of times) during a private key operation.
Algorithm 5, LoadShare([[x]]z , i) decodes a share xi ∈ G from a compressed
masking [[x]]z . If the shares are accessed in the sequence i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , d, it is
Pd
easy to show that their sum will satisfy x = i=0 xi . The compressed masking is
refreshed simultaneously (albeit not necessarily in an SNI-composable manner).
Subsequent accesses to the same indices will return a different encoding [[x]]′ .

4

Conclusions and Open Problems

When building side-channel secure implementations of asymmetric algorithms, it
is easy to sidestep the key management problem. Academic works have generally
focused on protecting the private key operations, assuming that refreshed key
shares can be kept in working memory. However, many real-life devices do not
have the option of having refreshable non-volatile memory for keys.
WrapQ is a method for transferring masked secret key material between a
hardware security module and potentially untrusted storage. The encryption, decryption, and authentication modes can manage wrapped key material in masked
format, significantly increasing their resistance to side-channel attacks.
We discuss the initial version of WrapQ, which supports the CRYSTALSKyber 3.02 Key Encapsulation Mechanism and CRYSTALS-Dilithium 3.1 signature scheme. The implementation leverages a masked implementation of FIPS
202 / SHAKE256 (the Keccak permutation) in a mode that prevents leakage even
when an attacker can acquire thousands of side-channel measurements from importing and exporting secret keys and also access the resulting WrapQ data
itself. We have performed a leakage assessment validation of its implementation for Kyber and Dilithium concerning the protected CSP variables and the
encryption key with a TVLA testing of up to 100K traces.
When working with trusted temporary storage, compressed masking (Section 3) can be used to reduce the amount of secure memory required. This simple technique allows a set of d-order mask shares to have a storage requirement
equivalent to a single share and d symmetric keys. In practice, this almost halves
the memory requirement for first-order Kyber and Dilithium, and its benefits
are more significant if higher-order masking is required.
Our experimental work has focused on first-order protections. However, the
file format works also with higher-order masking. As the masking order grows, so
does the complexity of all nonlinear operations and refresh gadgets. We acknowledge that the construction of higher-order gadgets for both WrapQ (Section 2)
and compressed masking (Section 3) requires further investigation.
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A

Implementation and Leakage Assessment Experiments

WrapQ grew out of a need to be able to manage Kyber and Dilithium private
keys in a commercial side-channel secure hardware module. For leakage testing,
the hardware platform was instantiated on an FPGA target.
Additionally, a simple conversion program was written in Python (that used
library Keccak functions rather than masked ones) for interoperability testing.
A.1

FPGA Platform Overview

A first-order implementation of the WrapQ mechanism was tested with an FPGA
module that also implements first-order masked Dilithium and Kyber. We outline
its relevant components.
– A 64-bit RISC-V control processor.
– Lattice accelerator that can support Kyber and Dilithium Zq and NTT ring
arithmetic. The unit can also perform vectorized bit manipulation operations
for tasks such as masking conversions (A2B, B2A).
– Ascon-based [17] mask generator used by the lattice unit for refreshing
Boolean and Arithmetic ( mod q) shares. This RNG is for masking only, not
for key generation. It can be continuously seeded from an entropy source.
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– Fast (unmasked) 1600-bit Keccak permutation used for A public value processing, and also to compute PSP hashes (e.g., value h in Algorithm 1).
– A compact first-order, three-share Threshold Implementation [9,15] of the
Keccak. See discussion in Section 2.3.
A.2

Algorithmic Overview

The implementation supported all main versions of Kyber and Dilithium (Table 3). In the internal representation, the algorithms hold two copies of the
variables in Tables 1 and 2 either in compressed or uncompressed format. Kyber polynomials were decoded into 16 bits per coefficient for arithmetic operations, while Dilithium polynomials used 32 bits. Hence a two-share unpacked
Kyber1024 [[s]] requires 4 kB of internal storage while Dilithium5 ([[s1 ]], [[s2 ]])
needs 30 kB. These polynomials are handled using ( mod q) arithmetic masking.
The 256-bit quantities z (Kyber) and K (Dilithium) were Boolean masked.
Key generation for Kyber (CBD functions) and Dilithium (small-range uniform rejection sampling) was implemented in the bitwise Boolean-masked domain. Hence the wrapping operation does not necessarily require an Arithmeticto-Boolean (A2B) transform – if invoked from the key generation. The implementation had an A2B function for this case, however.
First-order Boolean-to-Arithmetic (B2A) transform in the unwrapping function was based on the efficient method of Goubin [21], with additional masked
manipulation steps to transform secret key quantities from ( mod 2n ) arithmetic
masking to (modq) arithmetic masking.
Conversion from the two-share representation to the three-share input required for the TI Keccak was done with the help of the fast masking random
generator. Two random vectors were used. Conversion into another direction involves collapsing two of the three shares together (keeping the third intact) and
then refreshing the result with a single random vector.
The confidentiality algorithm used in the test target matches the details of Algorithms 2 and 3 in Section Section 2. Authentication was enabled in the import
and export functions, but the tests were performed using a “platform security”
parameterization; 128-bit IV and T fields, and a slightly different arrangement
of hashes is Algorithm 1. Masking compression (Section 3) was implemented and
tested in the firmware but was not within the “trigger” of the import and export
TVLA tests presented here.
A.3

Leakage Assessment: Fixed-vs-Random Tests

Our methodology broadly follows the ISO/IEC WD 17825:2021(E) “General
Testing Procedure,” [29, Figure 7] with statistical corrections [16,48]. This, in
turn, was based on Test Vector Leakage Assessment (TVLA) proposed by CRI
/ Rambus in 2011 [20] and refined in subsequent works [47,16].
In TVLA testing, two sets of trace waveforms, A and B, each with L synchronized time points, are compared. The tests we use are of the “Fixed-vs-Random”
type, where set A has a CSP (such as a secret key set) to a fixed value, while set
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B has that CSP set to random values. Welch’s t-test is applied to each time point
to see if the averages of A and B sets differ significantly. A significant difference
is a distinguishing feature between the sets, implying leakage from the CSP.
The first step is determining the required sample size N = NA + NB and
t-test threshold C from the experiment parameters.
α: Significance level (probability) of false positives / type I error.
β: Significance level (probability) of false negatives / type II error.
Traditionally ([7,42,28]) a critical value C of ±4.5 has been used for L = 1,
which matches an α < 10−5 in that case. Since we have long traces (large L),
this choice would cause false positives. We adjust the critical value C based on
L using the Mini-p procedure from Zhang et al. [16]. Let αL = 1 − (1 − α)(1/L)
be the adjusted significance level. Since the degrees of freedom are very large,
we can approximate using the normal distribution: C = CDF−1 (1 − α2L ).
Older (2016) versions of ISO 17825 [28] set the number of traces to N =
10, 000 at FIPS 140-3 security level 3 and N = 100, 000 at the highest level
4. Newer draft versions [29] derive N using an experimentally-derived Cohen’s
statistical effect size d, an approach suggested in [48]. The d ∈ {0.01, 0.04} values
were based on AES key recovery experiments. We don’t have experimental keyextraction data to justify a specific d selection, so we collect as many traces
as practically possible (in a day or two.) We adopt a best-effort approach to
leakage detection and attempt to minimize physical or methodological sources
of interference that might negatively impact the leakage assessment process.
1. Collect Subsets A and B and compute their pointwise averages (µA , µB ) and
standard deviations (σA , σB ).
2. Compute the pointwise Welch t-test statistic vector
µA − µB
T =q 2
.
2
σA
σB
+
NA
NB
3. If at any point |T | > C, the test results in a FAIL. If the threshold is not
crossed, the test is a PASS.
KEK Leakage Testing. A (relatively) straightforward fixed-vs-random test is
used in relation to the symmetric Key Encryption Key (KEK) K. This 256-bit
secret variable is used for decryption in import (Algorithm 3), encryption in
export (Algorithm 3), and to compute integrity check values (Algorithm 1) in
both cases.
The test aims to find leakage from the key K itself, and its set-up is similar
to “fixed-vs-random key” TVLA tests performed on block ciphers such as AES
[29,42]. Set A has a fixed K, while set B has a random K. Note that the plaintext
payload data (i.e., Kyber and Dilithium keys) is randomized in this test; only
the symmetric keys are manipulated.
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CSP Leakage Testing. For fixed-vs-random testing, confidentiality (encryption) is only provided in WrapQ for CSP (actually non-public) variables. Kyber
has two CSPs: ring vector s (decryption key), and FO secret z (Table 1) while
Dilithium’s CSPs are the ring vectors s1 , s2 (signing key) and the deterministic
seed K (Table 2.) All other variables are PSPs (public.)
Since public components are not protected, they would, of course “leak.”
In order to capture leakage from these specific CSP variables during the import/export function, we construct synthetic keys [46] where CSPs have been
randomized, but other components (such as public seed ρ) are unmodified. Such
masked keys [[P ]] would not be valid for encapsulation/decapsulation or signing/verifying; they are merely artifacts used in side-channel testing of key import
and export functions.

Trace Acquisition. The experiments were performed with XC7A100T2FTG256
Artix 7 FPGA chip on a ChipWhisperer CW305-A100 board, clocked at 50 Mhz.
The processor and coprocessor bitstreams were synthesized with Xilinx Vivado
2021.2. All firmware was in C and complied GCC, under -Os size optimization
and -mabi=lp64 -march=rv64imac architectural flags.
Signal acquisition was performed with Picoscope 6434E oscilloscopes with
a 156.25 MHz sampling rate connected to the SMA connectors on the CW305
board. The DUT generated a cycle-precise trigger.
Table 4 summarizes the various Fixed-vs-Random tests performed on the
implementation. The tests were carried out on all three proposed security levels
of Kyber and Dilithium, but we only include graphs for the highest Category 5
proposals, Kyber1024 and Dilithium5.
The functions passed the tests with 100,000 traces. Even though the critical
value C has been adjusted for long traces (as discussed above), by looking at the
figures referenced in Table 4, we can see that the t values are generally bound at
a much smaller range. The target unit also performs side-channel secure Kyber
and Dilithium operations, but those tests are out of scope for the present work.
Table 4. Summary of Random-vs-Fixed tests on WrapQ key import and export
functions. The tests were designed to test leakage from the KEK (key) and the payload
CSPs. Each test consisted of 100K traces.
Func Under Test
Kyber Import
Kyber Export
Kyber Import
Kyber Export
Dilithium Import
Dilithium Export
Dilithium Import
Dilithium Export

Set A
Fixed CSP
Fixed CSP
Fixed KEK
Fixed KEK
Fixed CSP
Fixed CSP
Fixed KEK
Fixed KEK

Set B
Random CSP
Random CSP
Random KEK
Random KEK
Random CSP
Random CSP
Random KEK
Random KEK
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Both A&B
Fixed KEK
Fixed KEK
Random CSP
Random CSP
Fixed KEK
Fixed KEK
Random CSP
Random CSP

Traces
Fig. 3
Fig. 4
Fig. 5
Fig. 6
Fig. 7
Fig. 8
Fig. 9
Fig. 10

Fig. 3. Kyber1024 WrapQ Import Random-vs-Fixed CSP, 100K Traces.

Fig. 4. Kyber1024 WrapQ Export Random-vs-Fixed CSP, 100K Traces.
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Fig. 5. Kyber1024 WrapQ Import Random-vs-Fixed KEK, 100K Traces.

Fig. 6. Kyber1024 WrapQ Export Random-vs-Fixed KEK, 100K Traces.
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Fig. 7. Dilithium5 WrapQ Import Random-vs-Fixed CSP, 100K Traces.

Fig. 8. Dilithium5 WrapQ Export Random-vs-Fixed CSP, 100K Traces.
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Fig. 9. Dilithium5 WrapQ Import Random-vs-Fixed KEK, 100K Traces.

Fig. 10. Dilithium5 WrapQ Export Random-vs-Fixed KEK, 100K Traces.
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